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Abstract. In this paper we demonstrate a refinement calculus for logic
programs, which is a framework for developing logic programs from spec-
ifications. The paper is written in a tutorial-style, using a running ex-
ample to illustrate how the refinement calculus is used to develop logic
programs. The paper also presents an overview of some of the advanced
features of the calculus, including the introduction of higher-order pro-
cedures and the refinement of abstract data types.
1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to present an overview of a refinement calculus for
logic programs. The calculus provides a framework for the stepwise refinement
of logic programs from specifications. As with other refinement calculi, such as
the imperative refinement calculus of Back [2], we make use of a wide-spectrum
programming language that includes both specification constructs and a subset
that corresponds to executable code. This allows one to transform a specification
to code within a single notational framework. The specification constructs in-
clude a specification command that allows the effect of a program to be specified
in terms of a general predicate, and an assumption command that defines the
range of values for which a program is expected to work. A semantics for the
refinement calculus has been given which models commands (both specifications
and code) as partial functions from sets of bindings of program variables to sub-
sets of those bindings [12]. A tool has been developed to support the refinement
calculus [15], based on the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover.
To enhance the expressive power of the language, it has been augmented
with both higher-order procedures [7] and a module mechanism with local (ab-
stract) data types [6]. Higher-order procedures allow generic procedures to be
written that apply a parameter procedure in a systematic manner. For example,
the procedure map relates two (equal-length) lists of values by relating their
corresponding elements according to a procedure given as a parameter to map.
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Modules allow an (abstract) data type to be associated with a set of pro-
cedures for manipulating values of that type. Programs can then be developed
using higher-level data types that may be specified in terms of mathematical
structures, such as (multi-)sets and relations, that may not be directly avail-
able in the implementation language. By suitably restricting the structure of
programs using such a module, the module may be replaced by a module of a
similar structure that uses an implementable or a more efficient representation
of the data type.
We give an overview of the refinement calculus by presenting the refinement
of a program, applyInst , that applies instantiations to a meta-expression to give
an expression. The example is derived from an algorithm for adapting reusable
library components in a software development system [13].
In Sect. 2 we introduce the wide-spectrum language. In Sect. 3 we give a
specification of the applyInst procedure. In Sect. 4 we introduce the notion of
refinement, present some refinement laws, and begin the refinement of applyInst .
In Sect. 5 we further refine applyInst by introducing higher-order procedure calls.
The refinement is completed in Sect. 6, where we replace an abstract specification
type with an implementation type. Sect. 7 discusses aspects of the refinement
calculus project that distinguish it from other logic program derivations schemes.
2 The Wide-Spectrum Language
In our wide-spectrum language we can write both specifications and executable
programs. This has the benefit of allowing stepwise refinement within a single
notational framework.
A program in our language is a collection of parameterised procedures. Each
procedure has a body which is a command whose only free variables are the
parameters of the procedure. As well as commands that correspond to program-
ming language constructs, the wide-spectrum language contains two commands
that are not necessarily executable: the specification command, that constrains
its free variables; and the assumption command, that can be used to define the
context in which a command is required to work correctly. Commands may also
be formed by using disjunction, parallel conjunction, sequential conjunction, ex-
istential and universal quantification, and recursion.
A specification command is of the form 〈P〉, where P is formula of predicate
logic. The specification 〈X = 1〉 may be understood as binding X to 1 in states
where X is unbound; it succeeds in states where X is bound to 1, and fails if
X is bound to something other that 1. In our semantics we model the meaning
of specification command, and any command in general, as a function from sets
of bindings to sets of bindings, where a binding maps variables to values [12]. A
binding represents an answer, providing a (single) value for every free variable.
A variable X is unbound in a set of bindings, or state, if X is mapped to every
possible value by the bindings. Using this functional meaning for commands,
the behaviour of a command S is to constrain the set of answers to only those
that satisfy S ; alternatively, S eliminates those answers that do not satisfy S .
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The meaning function, e, of any command in our language satisfies the property
e(s) ⊆ s for a set of bindings s ; this models the constraining nature of logic
programs (command execution cannot decrease “groundedness”). We provide
further examples below.
The following is a definition of the procedure foo, that constrains its param-
eter X to be either 0 or 1, and Y to be one greater than X .
foo =̂ (λX ,Y : N • 〈(X = 0 ∨ X = 1) ∧ Y = X + 1〉)
The name foo is defined (=̂) as a procedure whose parameters are natural num-
bers X and Y , and whose body is a specification command that constrains the
possible values for X and Y . During the refinement process high-level procedure
specifications are broken down into components that can be executed directly
in an implementation language such as Prolog or Mercury [24]. This typically
involves turning logical connectives in the specification into corresponding con-
nectives in the programming language. For example, foo may be implemented
as the procedure:
(λX ,Y : N • (〈X = 0〉 ∨ 〈X = 1〉), 〈Y = X + 1〉) (2.1)
Here we have replaced the logical connectives ‘∧’ and ‘∨’ by the corresponding
program connectives ‘,’ and ‘∨’. We use the symbols ‘∧’ and ‘∨’ for the logi-
cal operators conjunction and disjunction as well as the program operators for
parallel conjunction and disjunction, respectively. Similarly we use the symbols
‘∃’ and ‘∀’ for both logical and program quantification. This does not lead to
confusion within programs because the logical operators and quantifications can
only appear inside specification and assumption commands. A summary of the
operators and quantifiers of the language is shown in Fig. 1. We use S and T to
stand for commands and X to stand for program variables.
Example
∨ disjunction S ∨ T
∧ parallel conj. S ∧ T
, sequential conj. S ,T
∃ existential quant. (∃X : Z • S)
∀ universal quant. (∀X : Z • S)
Fig. 1. Summary of operators in the wide-spectrum language
The meaning function of a disjunction S ∨ T constrains the set of answers to
those that satisfy either S or T ; similarly, the meaning function of a conjunction
S ∧ T restricts the set of answers to those that satisfy both S and T . For
instance, 〈X = 0〉 ∨ 〈X = 1〉 constrains the set of answers to those that either
bind X to 0 or 1. The program 〈X = 0〉 ∧ 〈X = 1〉 constrains the set of
answers to those that bind X to both 0 and 1, i.e., the empty set. A command
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that returns an empty set of answers acts as Prolog’s fail command - it is
equivalent to 〈false〉.
The meaning function of a sequential conjunction (S ,T ) is more interesting.
It imposes an ordering on the execution; semantically, the answers satisfying S
are passed as the input to the meaning function of T . Hence, T may assume that
S is satisfied before it executes. For instance, in (2.1), the program connective ‘,’
ensures that X is bound before the equality involving Y . This ordering allows
the final equality to be implemented using the ‘is’ built-in of Prolog.
Our wide-spectrum language has an executable subset we refer to as code.
A procedure is code if it has a straightforward translation into a logic program-
ming language such as Prolog or Mercury [24]. This means the procedure uses
the operators sequential and parallel conjunction, disjunction, and existential
quantification, and may be recursive. Furthermore, the specification commands
must contain predicates that have counterparts in the implementation language,
e.g., equality, and procedure calls are only allowed on procedures that have also
been refined to code. The procedure foo (2.1) satisfies these constraints - the
corresponding Prolog syntax for the procedure foo is:
foo(X, Y) :- (X = 0; X = 1), Y is X + 1.
When defining procedures we often require some properties of its parameters.
For instance, the following procedure member has an assumption command that
its second parameter, L, is bound to a list of natural numbers; this is represented
by the assumption command {L ∈ list(N)}. It also has a specification command
that constrains its first parameter, E , to be an element in the range of (set of
elements in) L, i.e., in our notation E ∈ ran(L).
member =̂ (λE : N,L : list(N) • {L ∈ list(N)}, 〈E ∈ ran(L)〉) (2.2)
We make no assumption about whether E is bound or unbound. If E is bound,
the procedure checks whether E is an element of L, failing if it is not. If E is
unbound, it becomes bound to each element of L. In this paper we use “bound”
to refer to a variable for which we have an assumption (command) that it is
bound to a value of its type. Semantically, the meaning function of an assump-
tion {A} is a partial function that is defined for only those states that satisfy A.
An assumption does not constrain the set of answers. Hence, the behaviour of
the command {L ∈ list(N)} is undefined for states in which L is not bound to a
list of natural numbers, and does not restrict the set of answers if L is bound ap-
propriately. The worst possible program in our language is {false}, which we call
abort. Its behaviour is undefined for any input: it may do anything, including
not terminating, halting abnormally, failing (returning an empty answer set), or
succeeding with arbitrary answers.
As another example of the use of assumption commands, consider the fol-
lowing procedure:
divide =̂ (λX ,Y ,Z : N • {X ∈ N ∧ Y ∈ N ∧ Y 	= 0}, 〈Z = X div Y 〉)
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This procedure assumes that the variables X and Y are bound to natural num-
bers, and that Y is non-zero, and establishes the relation that Z is the integer
quotient of the division of X by Y . It is not required to do anything when Y is
zero. Assumptions are often needed to justify refinement steps, for example to
ensure that the primitive predicates will be executed correctly when translated
into the implementation language.
We may implement the specification ofmember (2.2) as a recursive procedure.
A natural number E is a member of a nonempty list [H | T ] if either E = H or
E is a member of T .
µmem • (λE : N,L : list(N) • {L ∈ list(N)},
(∃H : N,T : list(N) • 〈L = [H | T ]〉, (〈E = H 〉 ∨ mem(E ,T ))))
The notation (µmem • body) defines mem to be the least fixed point solution
for mem of the (recursive) equation mem = body. A least fixed point always
exists for our recursive programs [9], though for non-terminating recursions the
fixed point is the worst possible program, abort. The refinement rule for in-
troducing recursion prevents us from deriving non-terminating recursions in our
refinements [12].
3 An Example: Applying Instantiations
In many computing applications it is necessary to define a mechanism for system-
atically replacing occurrences of certain syntactic constructs by other constructs.
For example, in macro languages such as TEX, M4, and the language defined by
the C preprocessor, parameterised macros are replaced by structures in the ob-
ject language. A similar process may also be used to obtain partial evaluations
of logic (and other) programs: schematic variables are consistently instantiated
by other expressions.
In this section we present a specification of a program that performs such a
replacement. This particular example is based on an algorithm used for adapt-
ing reusable library components in the CARE language [13]. In CARE, library
components can be parameterised over metavariables. Components are used by
instantiating their metavariables by expressions. The CARE tool includes an
algorithm, based on higher-order pattern matching, for finding an instantiation
that maps the metavariables occurring in library components (the source) to
their corresponding object expressions. To simplify the presentation, we have
chosen the easier task of applying a given instantiation to a component (source)
to obtain the object.
Expressions (the results of applying instantiations) are constructed from vari-
ables (with names taken from the given set VName) and functors (with names in
FName) applied to lists of expressions. Constants are viewed as nullary functors.
E ∈ Expr ⇔
(∃X : VName • E = var(X )) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Expr) • E = fn(F ,L))
(3.1)
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Meta-expressions are a generalization of expressions which may contain meta-
variables applied to some parameters; we call such applications schemas. Meta-
expressions are transformed by instantiating their metavariables to give an ex-
pression. The constructors var and fn are as for expressions (except that the
arguments of a function are themselves meta-expressions); in addition, there is
a constructor for schemas, whose names are drawn from the given set MVar .
M ∈ MetaExpr ⇔
(∃X : VName • M = var(X )) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • M = fn(F ,L)) ∨
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • M = schema(V ,L))
(3.2)
Instantiations map occurrences of metavariables to patterns. Patterns may
contain place holders of the form ph(i), where i is a natural number. Place
holders give the position of the corresponding parameter in the schema argu-
ments. Patterns are another generalization of expressions: as well as variables
and functors, patterns may contain these placeholders.
P ∈ Pattern ⇔
(∃X : VName • P = var(X )) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • P = fn(F ,L)) ∨
(∃N : N • P = ph(N ))
(3.3)
Instantiations are thus partial functions ( →) from metavariables to patterns:
Inst =̂ MVar → Pattern
For example, let f be a binary function, p and q be metavariables, and g and
h be nullary functions. Consider an instantiation I that maps p to g and q to h.
I (p) = fn(g, [ ])
I (q) = fn(h, [ ])
Applying I to the meta-expression f (p, q) results in the expression f (g, h). For
readability purposes we use conventional notation to write (meta-)expressions,
though formally the meta-expression f (p, q) and the expression f (g, h) are repre-
sented by fn(f , [schema(p, [ ]), schema(q, [ ])]) and fn(f , [fn(g, [ ]), fn(h, [ ])]), re-
spectively.
Instantiations may also map metavariables to patterns involving placeholders.
For example, the instantiation I ′ below defines a metavariable p that accepts two
parameters, denoted by place holders ph(1) and ph(2), and yields an expression
which might be interpreted as the difference between the second and double the
first:
I ′(p) = fn(′−′, [ph(2), fn(′∗′, [ph(1), fn(2, [ ])])])
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Applying I ′ to the meta-expression p(a, b) results in the expression b−a ∗2. The
expanded representation of the two expressions are schema(p, [fn(a, [ ]), fn(b, [ ])])
and fn(′−′, [fn(b, [ ]), fn(′×′, [fn(a, [ ]), fn(2, [ ])])]), respectively.
Elements of Inst are partial as they need not have a mapping for every
metavariable. The range of Inst is restricted to patterns, which themselves con-
tain no schemas, therefore we only need to consider one level of instantiation
application.
We now give three properties of a relation applyInst for applying an instanti-
ation to a meta-expression. For all I ∈ Inst and Q ∈ Expr :
(∀X : VName • applyInst(I , var(X ), var(X ))) (3.4)
(∀F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • applyInst(I , fn(F ,L),Q) ⇔
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • #L = #L′ ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
Q = fn(F ,L′))) (3.5)
(∀V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • applyInst(I , schema(V ,L),Q) ⇔
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • #L = #L′ ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
V ∈ dom(I ) ∧ substph(L′, I (V ),Q))) (3.6)
Property (3.4) states that applying an instantiation to a variable has no effect.
Property (3.5) states that the result of applying I to fn(F ,L) is fn(F ,L′), where
the length of L, #L, is the same as the length of L′, and L′ is the result of applying
I to each element of L. To determine the result of applying I to schema(V ,L),
property (3.6), we again construct the list L′ which is the result of applying I
to the elements of L. We extract the definition of V from I , I (V ), and use the
relation substph to substitute place holders in I (V ) with expressions from the
parameters list L′. The result of this, Q , is the instantiation of schema(V ,L)
via I . Note that if V is not in the domain of I , applyInst(I , schema(V ,L),Q) is
false.
We define the result of substituting place holders with corresponding values
from a list of expressions by introducing a relation substph. It is defined by the
following three properties, one for each of the three forms of patterns. For all
Params ∈ list(Expr) and Out ∈ Expr :
(∀X : VName • substph(Params , var(X ), var(X ))) (3.7)
(∀N : N • substph(Params , ph(N ),Out) ⇔
N ∈ 1..#Params ∧ Out = Params(N )) (3.8)
(∀F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • substph(Params , fn(F ,L),Out) ⇔
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • #L = #L′ ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • substph(Params ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
Out = fn(F ,L′))) (3.9)
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Property (3.7) states that substituting place holders has no effect on a variable.
Property (3.8) replaces a place holder ph(N ) with the N th element from the list
Params , provided N is a valid index into Params . If the input is a functor (3.9),
we recursively apply substph to each of its parameters to obtain a value for Out .
We now specify our top-level program, applyInst , in terms of the relation
applyInst(I ,M ,Q).
applyInst =̂ (λ I : Inst ,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr •
{I ∈ Inst ∧ M ∈ MetaExpr}, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉)
Since we are applying an instantiation to a meta-expression, we make the as-
sumption that the instantiation I and the meta-expression M are already bound
to values of the appropriate types. Any program that calls applyInst must ensure
that the assumption is satisfied. We refine applyInst in subsequent sections.
4 Refinement
Specifications are transformed into code via a sequence of correctness-preserving
steps; this process is known as refinement. We say a command S is refined by a
command T , written S  T , if T terminates normally for all inputs for which
S terminates normally (with respect to its assumptions) and T computes the
same set of answers as S whenever S terminates. Each step in a refinement
is justified by the use of a refinement law, which has been proved correct with
respect to the underlying semantics. Below we present some refinement laws, and
then illustrate their use by beginning the refinement of the procedure applyInst
from Sect. 3.
4.1 Refinement Laws
We present a selection of refinement laws below. Where a law is divided into
two parts by a horizontal line, the part above the line is the proof obligation
that must be satisfied for the refinement below the line to be valid. A predicate
equivalence, P ≡ Q , states that P and Q are equivalent for all possible values
of their free variables. Similarly, P  Q states that P implies Q for all possible
values of their free variables. The symbols ⇔ and ⇒ are the usual equivalence
and implication of predicates, which may or may not be true for given values
of their free variables. We use A, P and Q for predicates, and S and T for
commands.
Law 1 Weaken assumption
P  Q
{P}  {Q}
Law 2 Equivalent specifications
P ≡ Q
〈P〉  〈Q〉
We can refine an assumption command by transforming its predicate under log-
ical implication using Law 1. We can refine a specification command by trans-
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forming its predicate under logical equivalence using Law 2. These laws corre-
spond to weakening assumptions and maintaining the effect on free variables,
respectively.
Law 3 Assumption in context
A  (P ⇔ Q)
{A}, 〈P〉  {A}, 〈Q〉
Law 4 Propagate assumption
〈P〉,S  〈P〉, ({P},S )
Law 3 generalises Law 2, in that we may make use of the assumption predi-
cate A in proving the equivalence of predicates P and Q . Assumptions may be
propagated through sequential conjunction using Law 4. We use this law to pass
contextual information around a program.
Law 5 Parallel to sequential
S ∧ T  S ,T
Law 6 Lift disjunction
〈P ∨ Q〉  〈P〉 ∨ 〈Q〉
A parallel conjunction can be refined to a sequential conjunction using Law 5.
The second component of a sequential conjunction, T , may assume properties
established by the first component, S , using Law 4. Law 6 allows a predicate
disjunction inside a specification command to be lifted to its corresponding wide-
spectrum program operator. Similar laws hold for parallel conjunction and the
quantifiers.
Law 7 Monotonicity of parallel conjunction
S  S ′ ∧ T  T ′
S ∧ T  S ′ ∧ T ′
Monotonicity laws state that the result of replacing a component of a program
by its refinement refines the entire program. In this case, if S ′ refines S and T ′
refines T then the parallel conjunction S ′ ∧ T ′ refines S ∧ T . Monotonicity
holds for all the operators and both quantifiers in the wide-spectrum language.
We use monotonicity laws implicitly in refinements.
4.2 Example: Initial Steps
In this section we begin the refinement of the procedure applyInst from Sect. 3.
The initial stages of the refinement presented below follow the structure of
applyInst. However, care needs to be exercised when introducing recursion to
ensure the resulting procedures terminate. Some parts of the refinement require
additional techniques which are introduced in later sections.
We begin with the specification as given in Sect. 3:
applyInst =̂ (λ I : Inst ,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr •
{I ∈ Inst ∧ M ∈ MetaExpr}, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉) (4.1)
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Since the definition of applyInst is recursive, we develop a recursive imple-
mentation of applyInst , using the principle of well-founded induction. Let S (X )
be a specification involving a parameter X of type σ, ≺ be a well-founded order
on σ, and id be a fresh name. As is usual for a recursive procedure with param-
eter X , when developing the code for the procedure we may assume that the
procedure satisfies its specification for values smaller than X . That is, we assume
the inductive hypothesis S (Y )  id(Y ) for all Y ≺ X when refining S (X ). If
under that assumption we can refine S (X ) to P , then S  µ id • (λX : σ • P).
For the applyInst example, the parameter X is the triple (I ,M ,Q), whose
type σ is Inst × MetaExpr × Expr . The well-founded ordering (I ′,M ′,Q ′) ≺
(I ,M ,Q) is satisfied when M ′ is a subexpression of M . Finally, we choose the
name apply as our id . The inductive hypothesis is that for all I ′ : Inst , M ′ :
MetaExpr , Q ′ : Expr :
{I ′ ∈ Inst ∧ M ′ ∈ MetaExpr ∧ M ′ ≺ M }, 〈applyInst(I ′,M ′,Q ′)〉

apply(I ′,M ′,Q ′)
(4.2)
We can use the inductive hypothesis to introduce recursive calls to apply within
procedure applyInst . We will then have refined applyInst to the recursive proce-
dure µ apply • (λ I : Inst ,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr • . . . apply(. . .) . . .).
We begin the refinement of the body applyInst (4.1). Initially our goal is to
manipulate the body so that recursive calls may be introduced using (4.2). Using
Law 3 (assumption in context) with the assumption M ∈ MetaExpr allows us
to refine 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉 to the following.
〈M ∈ MetaExpr ∧ applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉
The following proof obligation was required to apply Law 3:
I ∈ Inst ∧ M ∈ MetaExpr 
(applyInst(I ,M ,Q) ⇔ (M ∈ MetaExpr ∧ applyInst(I ,M ,Q)))
Continuing with the refinement, we expand the predicate M ∈ MetaExpr
using (3.2), and distribute the resulting disjunction over applyInst(I ,M ,Q) using
Law 2 (equivalent specifications). We lift the resulting disjuncts using Law 6 (lift
disjunction) and expand the scope of the quantifications and then lift them. In
addition, we lift the conjunctions and refine them by sequential conjunctions
using Law 5 (parallel to sequential). The body of applyInst is now:
(∃X : VName •
〈M = var(X )〉, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉) ∨ (4.3)
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) •
〈M = fn(F ,L)〉, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉) ∨ (4.4)
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) •
〈M = schema(V ,L)〉, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉) (4.5)
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Note that for each of the three branches, the structural form of M , established
by the first specification command in each branch, e.g., 〈M = var(X )〉, can be
assumed when refining the second specification command, 〈applyInst(I ,M ,Q)〉.
We now refine each branch in turn. The first branch (4.3), where M is a variable,
may be refined by using Law 2 (equivalent specifications) with (3.4) on the second
conjunct. The resulting code is:
(∃X : VName • 〈M = var(X )〉, 〈Q = var(X )〉)
The second branch (4.4), where M is a function application, may be refined
using (3.5). We lift the resulting conjunctions and quantifiers, giving:
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • 〈applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))〉) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
Noting the presence of the specification command 〈applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))〉, we
can introduce a recursive call using (4.2) provided we can establish the assump-
tion {I ∈ Inst ∧ L(i) ∈ MetaExpr ∧ L(i) ≺ M }. We note that we are in
a context in which I and M are assumed to be bound variables of type Inst
and MetaExpr respectively. Since M is bound, and M = fn(F ,L) is established
earlier in a sequential conjunction, it follows that L must be bound also, and
therefore each element of L is bound. Furthermore, L(i) ≺ M holds since L(i)
is a subexpression of L, which is a subexpression of M . We introduce the as-
sumption {I ∈ Inst ∧ L(i) ∈ MetaExpr ∧ L(i) ≺ M } and propagate it into the
second branch to syntactically match (part of) our program with the left-hand
side of the refinement in the inductive hypothesis (4.2).
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L •
{I ∈ Inst ∧ L(i) ∈ MetaExpr ∧ L(i) ≺ M },
〈applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))〉) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
We can now refine lines four and five to a recursive call, using (4.2).
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
(4.6)
The universal quantification will be eliminated in Sect. 5.1.
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The third branch (4.5), where M is a schema, may be refined using (3.6). We
lift the resulting conjunctions and quantifiers, giving:
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = schema(V ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • 〈applyInst(I ,L(i),L′(i))〉) ∧
〈V ∈ dom(I )〉 ∧ 〈substph(L′, I (V ),Q)〉))
We again introduce a recursive call within the universal quantification, after
introducing the assumption {I ∈ Inst ∧ L(i) ∈ MetaExpr ∧ L(i) ≺ M } as in
the refinement of (4.4).
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = schema(V ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈V ∈ dom(I )〉 ∧ 〈substph(L′, I (V ),Q)〉))
(4.7)
The universal quantification will be eliminated in Sect. 5.1. The last line includes
the expression I (V ), which is not directly executable. We show how to develop
code for this situation in Sect. 6. First, in Sect. 4.3, we refine the last line to a
call on a procedure that implements the relation substph.
4.3 Example: Substituting Parameters for Place Holders
We define a procedure that implements the relation substph under the assump-
tion that its first two parameters are bound. Any program that calls substph,
such as applyInst , must ensure the assumptions are satisfied.
substph =̂ (λParams : list(Expr), In : Pattern,Out : Expr •
{Params ∈ list(Expr) ∧ In ∈ Pattern},
〈substph(Params , In,Out)〉)
To implement the specification command 〈substph(L′, I (V ),Q)〉 from (4.7)
as a procedure call substph(L′, I (V ),Q), we must establish the assumption
{L′ ∈ list(Expr) ∧ I (V ) ∈ Pattern}. L′ ∈ list(Expr) follows from the re-
cursive calls apply(I ,L(i),L′(i)). We refine the parallel conjunction involving
apply(I ,L(i),L′(i)) to sequential conjunction (Law 5), and then use Law 4
to establish L′ ∈ list(Expr) as an assumption before 〈substph(L′, I (V ),Q)〉.
I (V ) ∈ Pattern follows from I ∈ Inst and V ∈ dom(I ), therefore we similarly
refine the parallel conjunction involving V ∈ dom(I ) to sequential conjunction
and propagate the assumption I (V ) ∈ Pattern. The code for applyInst so far
is:
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applyInst 
µ apply • (λ I : Inst ,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr • {I ∈ Inst ∧M ∈ MetaExpr},
(∃X : VName • 〈M = var(X )〉, 〈Q = var(X )〉) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉)) ∨
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = schema(V ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))),
〈V ∈ dom(I )〉, substph(L′, I (V ),Q))))
We refine the body of substph following a similar pattern to that of applyInst .
We introduce a case analysis on the type of In, apply the properties (3.7), (3.8)
and (3.9) as appropriate, and lift the predicate operators to their wide-spectrum
counterparts. As with applyInst , we refine the conjunctions occurring in the
pattern 〈In = . . .〉 ∧ . . . by sequential conjunctions. This allows us to satisfy
assumptions for the recursive calls that are introduced as part of the refinement.
(∃X : VName • 〈In = var(X )〉, 〈Out = var(X )〉) ∨
(∃N : N • 〈In = ph(N )〉, 〈N ∈ 1..#Params〉 ∧ 〈Out = Params(N )〉) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • 〈In = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • 〈substph(Params ,L(i),L′(i))〉) ∧
〈Out = fn(F ,L′)〉))
The first disjunct is already code. The second disjunct involves an array-like
access of a list. We may refine this to a call on a recursive procedure that traverses
the list and returns the N th element, or fails if N is not a valid index. For brevity
we omit the refinement and assume procedure elemi(L, I ,E ), that implements
〈I ∈ 1..#L ∧ E = L(I )〉 exists in our target implementation language. The
refinements of similar list processing procedures are presented in [9]. In the third
disjunct we introduce a recursive call in a similar manner as for applyInst . The
universal quantification is eliminated in Sect. 5.1. Collecting the refinement of
substph gives:
substph 
µ sub • (λParams : list(Expr), In : Pattern,Out : Expr •
{Params ∈ list(Expr) ∧ In ∈ Pattern},
(∃X : VName • 〈In = var(X )〉, 〈Out = var(X )〉) ∨
(∃N : N • 〈In = ph(N )〉, elemi(Params ,N ,Out)) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • 〈In = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • sub(Params ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈Out = fn(F ,L′)〉)))
To refine this program to code, we eliminate the universal quantifications in
Sect. 5 and refine the last line of applyInst in Sect. 6.5.
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5 Higher-Order Procedures
In this section we continue the refinement of the applyInst example to illustrate
the use of higher-order procedures. A higher-order procedure is one that takes
a procedure as a parameter. For example, consider the following specification of
the standard higher-order procedure map, which applies a procedure P to all
the elements in a list L, returning the list L′.
map =̂ λP : σ → τ → Cmd ,L : list(σ),L′ : list(τ) •
{L ∈ list(σ)},
〈#L = #L′〉 ∧ (∀ i : 1..#L • P(L(i),L′(i)))
(5.1)
The higher-order parameter, P , is a procedure that takes two parameters, of
(generic) types σ and τ , respectively, and provides a command (type Cmd) that
defines the relation between these parameters. The map procedure then relates
two equal length lists, L and L′, provided every element of L is related to the
corresponding element of L′ by P . In [7] we show how map may be refined to
recursive code.
From the definition of map we may deduce the following refinement law.
Law 8 Introduce map. For all L and L′ of type list(σ) and list(τ), respectively,
and all procedures P that take two parameters of type σ and τ ,
{L ∈ list(σ)},
〈#L = #L′〉 ∧ (∀ i : 1..#L • P(L(i),L′(i)))  map(P ,L,L
′)
5.1 Example: Introducing map
Recall the second case of applyInst , where the input pattern is a functor (4.6):
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • 〈#L = #L′〉 ∧
(∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
Note that the second and third lines almost match the definition of map (5.1).
From the assumption M ∈ MetaExpr in applyInst we can introduce the assump-
tion L ∈ list(MetaExpr), which implies L is bound.
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) •
{L ∈ list(MetaExpr)},
〈#L = #L′〉 ∧ (∀ i : 1..#L • apply(I ,L(i),L′(i))) ∧
〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
The third and fourth lines now match (5.1), except that apply takes three
parameters instead of the two expected by map. To match fully with the defini-
tion of map, we use a partial application of apply, apply(I ). In our language all
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procedures are curried (though for brevity of presentation we have not shown
them as such). Hence, apply(I ) is a function which takes two parameters, as
required by the signature of map, and we may write apply(I ,L(i),L′(i)) as
apply(I )(L(i),L′(i)). We use Law 8 (introduce map) with apply(I ) as the first
parameter to map, giving:
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(apply(I ),L,L′) ∧ 〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉))
The procedure apply with instantiation I is applied to each element of L, result-
ing in the list L′. Given a target language that implements a map function and
supports partial application of procedure calls, such as Mercury [24], the above
command can be translated to executable code.
Using similar refinements to those above, we may replace the universal quan-
tifications appearing elsewhere in applyInst and substph by calls to map. Col-
lecting the refinement of applyInst and substph gives:
applyInst 
µ apply • (λ I : Inst ,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr • {I ∈ Inst ∧M ∈ MetaExpr},
(∃X : VName • 〈M = var(X )〉, 〈Q = var(X )〉) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(apply(I ),L,L′) ∧ 〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉)) ∨
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = schema(V ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(apply(I ),L,L′),
〈V ∈ dom(I )〉, substph(L′, I (V ),Q))))
substph 
µ sub • (λParams : list(Expr), In : Pattern,Out : Expr •
{Params ∈ list(Expr) ∧ In ∈ Pattern},
(∃X : VName • 〈In = var(V )〉, 〈Out = var(V )〉) ∨
(∃N : N • 〈In = ph(N )〉, elemi(Params ,N ,Out)) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • 〈In = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(sub(Params),L,L′) ∧ 〈Out = fn(F ,L′)〉)))
Only the last line of applyInst is not code; we present the refinement of this line
in Sect. 6.5.
6 Modular Logic Program Refinement
In this section we outline a technique for module data refinement [6], where a
program is refined by changing the type of some of its variables. We assume a
type and operations on that type are encapsulated in a module. By making some
assumptions about the way in which such modules are used, we can develop
efficient implementations of abstract modules. We use module refinement to
complete the refinement of the applyInst procedure.
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6.1 Modules
A module is a collection of procedures that operate on values of a given data
type. We refer to variables of the given type as opaque. For instance, consider
the module AbstractInst that operates on values of the abstract partial function
type for Inst .
Module AbstractInst
Type Inst =̂ MVar → Expr
init =̂ (λ I : Inst • 〈I = ∅〉)
lookup =̂ (λ I : Inst ,K : MVar ,V : Expr •
{I ∈ Inst ∧ K ∈ MVar}, 〈(K ,V ) ∈ I 〉)
update =̂ (λ I : Inst ,K : MVar ,V : Expr , I ′ : Inst • . . .)
End
The procedure init establishes I as the empty function, ∅, while lookup estab-
lishes V as the value of I (K ), or fails if K is not in the domain of I . The proce-
dure update, the details of which we omit for brevity, may be used to construct
a nonempty value I ′ of type Inst . The AbstractInst module could be generalised
to implement a partial function with any types for the domain and range; for
simplicity we use the above instance where the partial function is from MVar to
Expr .
For encapsulation purposes, a program that uses the abstract Inst type
should make use of that type only through the procedures of the AbstractInst
module. A program that uses AbstractInst must also respect its intended modes,
which can be determined by looking at the assumptions for each procedure. If a
parameter is assumed to be of the opaque type, that parameter is called an input
to the procedure; if there is no such type assumption the parameter is called an
output.
Since partial functions are not directly implemented in most languages, we
would like to replace all the references to the abstract module with references to
a concrete module that faithfully implements the abstract procedures using an
implementation language data type.
6.2 Module Refinement
In general we say a module M is module-refined by module M′ under the fol-
lowing condition: all programs P are refined by replacing calls to the procedures
of the module M by calls to the corresponding procedures in the module M′.
While this definition is the most general, by restricting the class of programs P
for which the module refinement must hold we can simplify some of the reason-
ing. Furthermore, by assuming that calls to a module occur in a certain order
(imposed by sequential conjunction), we can allow efficient representations to be
used that would not be possible in the more general case. Consider the following
program that uses the procedures from AbstractInst :
(∃ I : Inst • init(I ), . . . , (∃ I ′ : Inst • update(I ,X ,Y , I ′), . . . ,
lookup(I ′,K ,V )))
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There is a strict order on the calls to init , update, and lookup, though within the
. . . there may be arbitrary commands that do not use the module or variables
of its type. Suppose we have a module ConcreteInst that is a module refinement
of AbstractInst , providing procedures init+, lookup+ and update+ using an im-
plementable type, Inst+, to represent the instantiation. Since ConcreteInst is a
module refinement of AbstractInst , we may refine the above program to
(∃ I+ : Inst+ • init+(I+), . . . , (∃ I ′+ : Inst+ • update+(I+,X ,Y , I ′+), . . . ,
lookup+(I ′+,K ,V ))
Note, however, that it is not the case that init  init+. Indeed, because they
operate on different types (Inst and Inst+), one could not possibly refine the
other since they provide different sets of answers for their parameters.
To prove that a module M is refined by a module M′ we use a coupling
invariant, which is a relation between variables of the abstract and concrete type.
Each pair of corresponding procedures from the modules are checked against
the conditions for module refinement, given in [6], using the particular coupling
invariant chosen. However, in many situations it is possible to automatically
calculate a concrete module, given an abstract module and a coupling invariant.
Using the calculation process to derive the concrete module guarantees that the
conditions for module refinement will be met. In Sect. 6.3 we refine applyInst
to use a call on lookup from the AbstractInst module. In Sect. 6.4 we introduce
module calculation, and in Sect. 6.5 we show how it may be applied to the lookup
procedure.
6.3 Example: Introducing lookup
In the third case of applyInst , where M is a schema, we need a refinement of
the command:
〈V ∈ dom(I )〉, substph(L′, I (V ),Q)
This is the only part of the applyInst program that makes direct use of the
instantiation I . However we are not able to refine this directly to code because
the expression I (V ) is not directly implementable in most logic programming
languages. Below we refine the above program fragment to make use of the
procedure lookup from the AbstractInst module.
We separate I (V ) from the use of its value (sometimes called flattening). We
introduce an existential variable FDefn that has the value I (V ), using Law 2
(equivalent specifications).
〈(∃FDefn : Expr • V ∈ dom(I ) ∧ FDefn = I (V ))〉, substph(L′, I (V ),Q)
Treating the abstract partial function representation of an instantiation, I , as
a set of pairs, we rewrite V ∈ dom(I ) ∧ FDefn = I (V ) as (V ,FDefn) ∈ I .
Now we lift the existential quantifier, expand its scope to encompass the call to
substph, and replace I (V ) with FDefn in the call to substph.
(∃FDefn : Expr • 〈(V ,FDefn) ∈ I 〉, substph(L′,FDefn,Q))
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The command 〈(V ,FDefn) ∈ I 〉 is refined by a call to lookup, since I ∈ Inst
and V ∈ MVar are guaranteed by the context.
(∃FDefn : Expr • lookup(I ,V ,FDefn), substph(L′,FDefn,Q)) (6.1)
Thus the only non-trivial reference to the instantiation I in the applyInst pro-
cedure occurs in a call on module AbstractInst .
6.4 Module Calculation
A technique for deriving, or calculating, a concrete module from an abstract
module has been developed [9]. Consider an abstract procedure of the form
(λ I : σ,V : τ • {A}, 〈P〉), having no opaque output parameters, and in which
V is not of the opaque type (V is referred to as a regular parameter). Given a
coupling invariant CI (I ,L) relating a variable I of the abstract type σ with a
variable L of the concrete type σ+, we may calculate the corresponding concrete
procedure as:
(λL : σ+,V : τ •
{(∃ I : σ • CI (I ,L) ∧ A)},
〈(∀ I : σ • CI (I ,L) ∧ A⇒ P)〉)
(6.2)
The assumption may be understood as a constraint on L that there exists some
abstract instantiation I which satisfies the abstract assumption A and to which
L is related via the coupling invariant. Similarly, the specification command can
be understood as specifying that, for all abstract instantiations I related to L
and satisfying the assumption A, the abstract specification P must hold. Once
a procedure has been calculated in the above form, the developer then simplifies
the assumption and specification to eliminate references to the abstract type
σ. In many cases, depending on the form of the coupling invariant, this can be
done via applications of the one-point laws. In the next section we use the above
result to calculate the concrete procedure for lookup.
The calculation technique may also be applied to abstract procedures with
opaque output parameters, but for brevity we do not present the general form
of the corresponding concrete procedure here (see [9] for details).
6.5 Example: Calculation
We can calculate the corresponding concrete procedure for lookup after choosing
an appropriate concrete representation and relating it to the abstract type via
a coupling invariant. We choose to concretely represent the partial function by
a list whose elements are pairs of MVars and Exprs. We relate a variable I of
the abstract (partial function) type with a variable L of the concrete (list) type
using the coupling invariant I = ran(L). This coupling invariant states that the
abstract instantiation I contains all of the pairs in the list L. The relationship
is straightforward since a partial function can be thought of as a set of pairs,
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the first elements of which form the domain of the function, with the second
elements being the corresponding values for the members of the domain. Hence,
the range of the list [(x , g), (y, h)] forms the set {(x , g), (y, h)}, which is a partial
function which maps x to g and y to h.
Using the general form of (6.2) with the coupling invariant I = ran(L), noting
that the type σ is Inst and K and V are regular variables, generates the concrete
procedure lookup+:
lookup+ =̂ (λL : list(MVar × Expr),K : MVar ,V : Expr •
{(∃ I : Inst • I = ran(L) ∧ I ∈ Inst ∧ K ∈ MVar)},
〈(∀ I : Inst • I = ran(L) ∧ I ∈ Inst ∧ K ∈ MVar ⇒ (K ,V ) ∈ I 〉))
This is a valid module refinement of lookup using a list of pairs to represent the
abstract partial function. However, it is rather complex and not directly exe-
cutable at this stage, since it still uses the abstract type (though such references
are scoped by quantifications).
We refine the procedure body to code. The assumption and specification
commands may be simplified using the one-point rules for existential and uni-
versal quantification, respectively, and the resulting redundant antecedent in the
specification command may be removed using Law 3 (assumption in context),
giving:
{ran(L) ∈ Inst ∧ K ∈ MVar}, 〈(K ,V ) ∈ ran(L)〉
We simplify the assumption using Law 1 (weaken assumption) since
ran(L) ∈ Inst  L ∈ list(MVar × Expr)
However we must still refine the specification 〈(K ,V ) ∈ ran(L)〉 to code. This
is a membership test in the list L. We omit the details of the refinement for
brevity, and assume that our target implementation language has an appropriate
procedure member , similar to that presented in Sect. 2.
After applying the calculation technique to the init and update procedures
(each of which contains output parameters, and therefore require slightly differ-
ent calculations to that of lookup [9]), we have the full concrete module. We use
Inst+ as the name of the concrete type list(MVar × Expr).
Module ConcreteInst
Type Inst+ =̂ list(MVar × Expr)
init+ =̂ (λL : Inst+ • 〈L = [ ]〉)
lookup+ =̂ (λL : Inst+,K : MVar ,V : Expr •
{L ∈ Inst+ ∧ K ∈ MVar},member((K ,V ),L))
update+ =̂ . . .
End
Since we have followed the calculation process, we may refine a program that
uses AbstractInst – provided the program satisfies the structural restrictions
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discussed in Sect. 6.2 – by replacing each of its calls to procedures of module
AbstractInst with calls to the corresponding procedures of module ConcreteInst .
Collecting the refinements from each section gives us the complete program.
It uses the type Inst+ and procedure lookup+ from the ConcreteInst module.
We use the the symbol D to indicate that the refinement of applyInst is a
data refinement, since we data refined the original instantiation type (partial
function) to a list of pairs.
applyInst D
µ apply • (λ I : Inst+,M : MetaExpr ,Q : Expr • {I ∈ Inst+∧M ∈ MetaExpr},
(∃X : VName • 〈M = var(X )〉, 〈Q = var(X )〉) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(apply(I ),L,L′) ∧ 〈Q = fn(F ,L′)〉)) ∨
(∃V : MVar ,L : list(MetaExpr) • 〈M = schema(V ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(apply(I ),L,L′),
(∃FDefn : Expr • lookup+(I ,V ,FDefn),
substph(L′,FDefn,Q)))))
substph 
µ sub • (λParams : list(Expr), In : Pattern,Out : Expr •
{Params ∈ list(Expr) ∧ In ∈ Pattern},
(∃X : VName • 〈In = var(V )〉, 〈Out = var(V )〉) ∨
(∃N : N • 〈In = ph(N )〉, elemi(Params ,N ,Out)) ∨
(∃F : FName,L : list(Pattern) • 〈In = fn(F ,L)〉,
(∃L′ : list(Expr) • map(sub(Params),L,L′) ∧ 〈Out = fn(F ,L′)〉)))
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a refinement calculus for logic programming,
and illustrated how it can be used by developing a small, but non-trivial, logic
program from its specification. Our refinement calculus is similar in style to de-
ductive logic program synthesis (surveys of which can be found in [3, 11]). At
the most fundamental level, logic program development is the manipulation of
predicates from general logic to a subset that corresponds to code, and devel-
oping a logic program in either the refinement calculus or synthesis style will
require similar manipulation. We compare our approach to other logic program
development schemes in the next section.
A distinguishing feature of the refinement calculus approach is its rich spec-
ification language. In particular, a program (fragment) has an associated as-
sumption component, similar to the precondition component of a program spec-
ification in an imperative programming formalism. This allows one to partially
specify procedures, in the sense that their operation is not defined if the assump-
tions do not hold. We make use of this when developing recursive procedures by
requiring that recursive calls satisfy an assumption that their arguments are
bound to values that are strictly less than those of the enclosing call according
to some well-founded relation. For instance, if the member procedure given in
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Sect. 2 is passed an unbound parameter for formal parameter L, then the tail
of L, T , will also be unbound. This will result in infinite recursion. In the re-
finement calculus framework, the conditions for introducing recursion require a
well-founded ordering to be maintained. To satisfy this condition, the recursive
parameter must be bound. In this paper we have introduced recursion somewhat
informally, but a more formal approach based the use of a refinement law for
introducing recursion may be found in [12].
The translation to actual logic program code is not as straightforward as for
an imperative language. The translation is not just a matter of turning conjunc-
tions into commas and using defined language primitives – the order of conjuncts
in a procedure goal must also be considered. At the logic level, conjunction is
commutative, and therefore does not provide any guide to ordering its conjuncts.
Knowledge of the execution mechanism of the implementation language is re-
quired to correctly order the conjuncts in a goal. In the calculus framework,
assumptions and sequential conjunction partially bridge this gap. In Sect. 4.3
we saw that parallel conjunctions needed to be refined to sequential conjunc-
tions so that the assumptions of the second operand of the conjunction (which
was refined to a procedure call to substph) were established by the first operand
(these assumptions are required to ensure the recursion of substph terminates).
This ordering is precisely that required in a real (Prolog) implementation to
ensure termination. The order of remaining parallel conjunctions is irrelevant to
the satisfaction of procedure call assumptions, and termination of recursion (the
order may be relevant, however, to performance issues – in this case, knowledge
of the execution mechanism is required). Related to the issue of ordering con-
juncts (goals) is the ordering of disjuncts (clauses). Given our total-correctness
requirement, recursive procedures developed using the recursion introduction
refinement law will terminate regardless of the ordering of disjuncts, assuming
that assumptions are met. For this reason, the wide-spectrum language does not
have a sequential disjunction operator.
The refinement calculus approach as described in [12] has been extended in
several directions. One of these is data refinement [8, 6], where the type of a
program variable is refined to some other type, usually for implementation pur-
poses, as illustrated in Sect. 6. The specification language has been extended to
include higher-order constructs [7]. The introduction of higher-order constructs
simplifies some refinements by the use of powerful higher-order procedures, as il-
lustrated in Sect. 5. The specification language has also been extended to include
demonic non-determinism [14], although we did not make use of it in this paper.
Demonic, or “don’t care” non-determinism allows one to choose between sets of
possible answers that a program must return; normally an implementation must
return exactly the same set of answers as the specification. The set of answers
associated with a demonic choice between two programs S and T , written S T ,
is either the set of answers that S returns or the set of answers T returns. This
is in contrast to the set of answers associated with a disjunction S ∨ T , which
is the union of the set of answers for S and T .
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A tool has been developed to support the refinement calculus [15], based on
the Isabelle/HOL theorem prover. By using facilities provided by the theorem
prover it is possible to automatically discharge many proof obligations associated
with refinement law applications, though the user of the tool guides the refine-
ment by selecting which rules to apply. A code generation tool has also been
developed [5]. It takes output from the refinement tool and generates executable
code for the Mercury language [24]. This involves the deduction of intended
(Mercury) mode information from the assumptions a procedure makes about its
parameters. The full semantics of the calculus and more details on some of the
above topics can be found in [9].
7.1 Related Work
Traditionally, the refinement calculus has been used to develop imperative pro-
grams from specifications [1, 21, 22, 20]. The increase in expressive power of logic
programming languages, when compared with imperative languages, leads to a
reduced conceptual gap between a problem and its solution, which means that
fewer development steps are required during refinement. An additional advan-
tage of logic programming languages over procedural languages is their simpler,
cleaner semantics, which leads to simpler proofs of the refinement steps. Finally,
the higher expressive level of logic programming languages means that the indi-
vidual refinement steps typically achieve more.
There have been several proposals for the constructive development of logic
programs, for example in Jacquet [17]. Much of this work has focused on program
transformations or equivalence transformations from a first-order logic specifi-
cation [4, 16]. Read and Kazmierczak [23] propose a stepwise development of
modular logic programs from first-order specifications, based on three refine-
ment steps that are much coarser than the refinement steps proposed in this
paper. This leaves most of the work to be done in discharging the proof obliga-
tions for the refinement steps, for which they provide little guidance. Another
approach to constructing logic programs is through schemata [19]. A logic pro-
gram is designed through the application of common algorithmic structures. The
designer chooses which program structure is most suitable to a task based on
the data types in question. As such, the focus of this method is to aid the design
of large programs. The refinement steps and corresponding verification proofs
are therefore much larger.
Deductive logic program synthesis [3, 11] is probably the most similar to
the refinement calculus approach. In deductive synthesis, a specification is suc-
cessively transformed using synthesis laws proven in an underlying framework
(typically first-order logic). As mentioned earlier, the main difference between
most deductive synthesis approaches and logic program refinement is the in-
clusion of assumptions in the wide-spectrum language, acting as preconditions.
However, Lau and Ornaghi [18] have the concept of a conditional specification,
which includes an input relation for a procedure (e.g., types, modes) with respect
to which the synthesis of the procedure can take place. The refinement calcu-
lus generalises this by allowing an assumption (input relation) for any arbitrary
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program fragment. Another aspect of deductive synthesis is that the deduction
rules are derived with the SLD computation rule in mind. Thus aspects of ter-
mination, completeness etc., have to be dealt with during the synthesis process.
The refinement approach leaves clause ordering and computational termination
as part of the translation from wide-spectrum language to code.
Deville [10] introduces a systematic program development method for Prolog
that incorporates assumptions and types similar to ours. The main difference is
that Deville’s approach to program development is mostly informal, whereas our
approach is fully formal. A second distinction is that Deville’s approach concen-
trates on the development of individual procedures. By using a wide-spectrum
language, our approach blurs the distinction between a logic description and a
logic program. For example, general predicates may appear anywhere within a
program, and the refinement rules allow them to be transformed within that con-
text. Similarly, programming language constructs may be used and transformed
at any point.
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